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Featured


Consumer goodsWhite paper: Finding the sweet spot for margin growth in a dynamic economy
Maximize margin growth with aligned trade strategies and retail execution in inflationary and deflationary periods. Learn more in our white paper.
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Featured


AgribusinessHow to enhance customer relationships and drive sales in your agricultural retail business
Implementing a digital agronomy solution is crucial for agricultural retailers who want to strengthen their relationships with customers and drive business success.
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Featured


Animal agricultureVeterinarians reach for software to build practices and expand their customer base
A beef industry reality is, as herd sizes continue to grow, the demand and feasibility of traditional veterinary practice changes, especially with a shortage of veterinarians in rural areas.
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Consumer goodsWho owns the manufacturer’s baseline revenue and why does it matter? 
The approach to revenue baseline forecasting and reporting varies across functions, but a reliable TPM/TPO system can help effectively bridge gaps and ensure alignment among teams.
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Consumer goodsProgram profitability: Trade promotion management vs. ERP systems
We explore the pros and cons of various scenarios in determining the ideal platform to understand total profitability by customer.
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News & updatesProagrica joins TELUS Agriculture & Consumer Goods
As part of our commitment to help create improved outcomes for Agriculture & Consumer Goods companies, we are excited to announce that we have completed the acquisition of Proagrica, a global provider of agronomic and business data solutions across the agricultural supply chain.
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News & updates#HereForFarmers affected by the Texas Panhandle wildfires
In response to the devastating wildfires spreading throughout the Texas Panhandle and their impact on the ranching community, TELUS Agriculture & Consumer Goods is #HereForFarmers.
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AgribusinessShould you be thinking of compliance as a critical business tool?
As compliance requirements continue to expand through all operational phases, many are turning to digital compliance tools to help them efficiently navigate requirements.
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AgribusinessTransforming ag rebate management into a growth and profit driver
Efficient rebate management requires businesses to configure, track and share earnings seamlessly. Technology can help.
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Consumer goodsTrade spend funds management: balancing control and agility
Why micromanaging trade spend may be counterproductive and discussion of the benefits, challenges and best practice of trade spend funds management.
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Animal agricultureMeet the team: Dr. Kee Jim
Meet the TELUS Agriculture & Consumer Goods team members who are committed to helping our customers move their business forward in a more informed, agile and sustainable way.
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Consumer goodsWhite paper: Shopper insights from across the food and beverage landscape
TELUS Consumer Goods Annual Food and Beverage Study uncovers important shopping habits and trends from across the industry.
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Consumer goodsTracking consumer trends: Annual Food and Beverage Study webinar
Understanding shopping habits and sales trends can help you optimize your market presence to grow sales, shopper loyalty and competitive advantages. Explore shopping habits and sales trends from our 11th Annual Food and Beverage Study.
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Consumer goodsCPG Enterprise Planning solutions receive best-in-class distinctions
TELUS Consumer Goods solutions recognized in four POI best-in-class distinction categories.
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Get started today
Contact us and a TELUS Agriculture & Consumer Goods sales representative will be in touch to assist you.
Schedule a call with an expert
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We acknowledge that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and that our head office is located on the unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish) and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. We are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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Territorial Acknowledgement
We acknowledge that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and that our head office is located on the unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish) and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. We are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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